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Adaptation and Implementation of Pictorial Conversation Aids for Early-Stage Breast Cancer Surgery and Reconstruction: A Quality Improvement Study

Marie-Anne Durand, Marie Bannier, Marie-Anastasie Aim, Julien Mancini

Purpose: After a diagnosis of early-stage breast cancer, women of lower socioeconomic position (SEP) report worse outcomes than women of higher SEP. A pictorial conversation aid was shown to improve decision outcomes in controlled contexts. No such intervention existed in France. In Phase 1, our aim was to adapt, for use in France, two pictorial conversation aids for breast cancer surgery and reconstruction. In Phase 2, our aim was to implement them in a regional cancer center serving a diverse population.

Patients and Methods: In phase 1, we used iterative qualitative methods to adapt the conversation aids with a convenience sample of patients and health professionals. In phase 2, we tested their implementation using PDSA cycles with volunteer surgeons.

Results: In phase 1, we interviewed 10 health professionals and 5 patients to reach thematic data saturation. They found the conversation aids usable and very acceptable (especially patients) and suggested small changes to further simplify the layout and content (including a glossary). In phase 2, three surgeons started the first PDSA cycle, for 4 weeks. Only one additional surgeon agreed to take part in the second cycle. The third cycle was cancelled since no new surgeon agreed to take part. Time was a barrier for 2 out of 4 surgeons, potentially explaining the difficulty recruiting for the third cycle. The evaluation was otherwise positive. The surgeons found the conversation aids very useful during their consultations and all intended to continue using them in the future.

Conclusion: It was possible to adapt, for use in France, pictorial conversation aids proven to be effective elsewhere. While the adapted conversation aids were deemed usable by health professionals and very acceptable to patients, their implementation using PDSA cycles proved slow.

Plain Language Summary: After a diagnosis of early-stage breast cancer, women of lower health literacy and socioeconomic position report worse outcomes than women of higher health literacy and socioeconomic position. Pictorial conversation aids were shown to improve decision outcomes in controlled contexts. No such intervention existed in France. Our aims were to adapt, for use in France, two lower health literacy pictorial conversation aids for breast cancer surgery and reconstruction, and then to implement them in a regional cancer center. Health professionals and patients found the conversation aids usable and very acceptable (especially patients) and suggested changes. Regarding implementation, the evaluation was also positive but time was a barrier for surgeons, and it was difficult to recruit many volunteers to use such conversation aids during their consultations.
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Introduction
Breast cancer is the most commonly diagnosed malignancy and second leading cause of death in women.\textsuperscript{1,2} Therapeutic advances make it possible to provide satisfactory patient care and increase life expectancy.\textsuperscript{3–5} Unfortunately, major inequalities persist between patients from disadvantaged backgrounds and those from higher socio-economic positions (SEP).\textsuperscript{1,6–10} This is a public health problem that affects both France and the United States.\textsuperscript{11–13} After a diagnosis of early-stage breast cancer, extensive evidence suggests that women of lower SEP have significantly poorer communication with their clinicians, lower knowledge of breast cancer surgery options, and worse cancer-related and patient-centered health outcomes compared to women of higher SEP.\textsuperscript{5–10,13–16} They also tend to receive breast cancer care that is inferior to that offered to women of higher SEP and deviates from established clinical guidelines.\textsuperscript{14,16} Specific efforts must be made to help all women make informed decisions congruent with their wishes, regardless of their SEP and health literacy level.

Although breast conserving surgery is the recommended treatment for early-stage breast cancer (stages I to IIIA), research confirms equivalent survival between mastectomy and breast conserving surgery with adjuvant radiation therapy.\textsuperscript{17–20} Both options are offered routinely yet have distinct harms and benefits, which are valued differently by each patient.\textsuperscript{21} In this context, patient preferences play an essential role in decision-making and warrant patient participation in medical decision-making. While shared decision-making (SDM) is recommended, only 44–51\% of women with early-stage breast cancer across socioeconomic strata achieve the degree of participation that they desire.\textsuperscript{6,15,22–25} In France, more than 25\% of breast cancer survivors would have wished higher involvement in treatment decision-making, especially low-literate women.\textsuperscript{26} However, there is a growing interest in promoting SDM at the national level.\textsuperscript{27}

Patient decision aids provide evidence-based information about the harms and benefits of reasonable healthcare options to promote SDM and help individuals deliberate about their preferences.\textsuperscript{28} One systematic review suggested that women who had used a patient decision aid were 25\% more likely to choose breast-conserving surgery over mastectomy.\textsuperscript{29} Further, research has shown that although decision aids improve outcomes in controlled settings (with literate audiences), their use in routine care remains rare because of resistance to implementation.\textsuperscript{30} Clinicians argue that consultation time is limited and that complex pre-encounter decision aids are not designed for use in face-to-face encounters and disrupt workflows.\textsuperscript{30–36}

Shorter, simpler interventions designed for use in clinic visits, also called conversation aids, have received less attention than complex pre-encounter interventions\textsuperscript{37} despite evidence of benefits\textsuperscript{38–40} and possible integration into routine care and electronic health records.\textsuperscript{40} A pictorial conversation aid for early-stage breast cancer surgery evaluated in a comparative effectiveness trial in the United States\textsuperscript{41} resulted in higher knowledge, improved decision process, lower decision regret and higher self-reported and observed SDM compared to usual care. It had more impact on knowledge and quality of life among disadvantaged patients.\textsuperscript{42}

In France, pictorial conversation aids have never been used or implemented in routine breast cancer care. The planned research was aimed at exploring the challenges of developing bespoke material and ensuring that it is adopted using Plan Do Study Act (PDSA) cycles, a quality improvement method that consists of testing the acceptability of an intervention in clinical settings by introducing the tool progressively, and studying the impact of the intervention on teams, the clinical environment and patients.\textsuperscript{42} Our aims were to 1) adapt pictorial conversation aids for breast cancer surgery and reconstruction for use in France (phase 1) and 2) implement the conversation aids in a regional comprehensive cancer center using PDSA cycles (phase 2).

Materials and Methods
All qualitative methods and results are reported using the COnsolidated criteria for REporting Qualitative (COREQ) research checklist (see Supplementary Table 1).

Overview
In phase 1, two paper-based pictorial conversation aids for early-stage breast cancer were translated and adapted from validated English versions, and tested for usability, acceptability and feasibility with a convenience sample of patients and health professionals at a regional comprehensive cancer center in France. In phase 2, we tested the implementation of these two conversation aids using PDSA cycles with volunteer surgeons and their patients.
This project was reviewed and approved by the local ethics committee (GSPC: ‘Groupe de Sélection des Projets Cliniques’) of the participating cancer center on 6 November 2018.

Design and Procedure
In phase 1, we translated each conversation aid from English to French using an adapted TRAPD (Translation, Review, Adjudication, Pretesting and Documentation) protocol. Each conversation aid was independently translated by two certified translators from a US-based translation agency. The two French translations were then reviewed by a bilingual researcher (Marie-Anne Durand) to compare the original English version and the two French translations, make corrections to one of the versions (deemed superior) or create a third version from the two translations.

In parallel, we developed semi-structured interview guides using cognitive debrief and think aloud techniques (see Supplementary Figures 1 and 2). The interviewer had experience successfully using those techniques before.43,44 We targeted a 30-minute interview duration and based the content of the interview guide on previously tested interview guides developed in English with our patient partners in the US. We piloted the interview guide with one French team member, and made necessary revisions before starting data collection. Revisions included making sure the interview questions flowed smoothly and reducing repetition.

Once the French translations were deemed acceptable to the bilingual reviewer, we conducted semi-structured interviews. In total, and depending on thematic data saturation, we planned to conduct up to 20 interviews (up to 10 with patients and up to 10 with healthcare professionals). The interviewer was the principal investigator (Marie-Anne Durand), a female health services researcher with a PhD, trained in qualitative data collection and analysis methods, with 15 years of experience conducting qualitative and mixed-methods research, including in oncology. The interviewees had not met the interviewer before. Information about the study was provided when recruiting volunteer participants using an information sheet. Consent was obtained verbally before starting the interview. Written consent was waived and approved by the local ethics committee (GSPC: ‘Groupe de Sélection des Projets Cliniques’, Institut Paoli-Calmettes, Marseilles). This project was conducted within the French reference methodology standards MR-004. Projects that are labelled MR-004 and that are conducted in one center only can use verbal consent (also referred to as verbal non-opposition in the MR-004 methodology) instead of written consent. As stated in the MR-004 methodology, if the study is conducted in one center only (which was the case here), it is not necessary to document verbal consent. Given the quality improvement context of this project, we did not record the interviews but took detailed notes instead. The interviewer is a French native speaker and was therefore comfortable using abridged writing and taking detailed notes while progressing with the interview guides. The interviewer also took 30 minutes on average after each interview to read the notes and add additional thoughts.

In this phase, the researcher also gave a 30-minute presentation to health professionals in the breast cancer care unit including a very brief introductory training session about SDM and conversation aids. This did not include role-playing.45

In phase 2, we used PDSA cycles. PDSA cycles are an iterative problem-solving model used to improve a process and carry out change. Using PDSA cycles in quality improvement offers the opportunity to test out changes on a small scale before larger scale implementation. Changes were made during each cycle to facilitate the integration of the intervention in the next cycle. A short (8 questions) anonymous online survey was also sent to each participating surgeon after each PDSA cycle (see Supplementary Figure 3).

Setting
In phase 1, the conversation aids for breast cancer (Supplementary Figures 4 and 5) were adapted with patients, clinicians and other healthcare professionals from an urban cancer center.

In phase 2, to begin the PDSA cycles, we recruited volunteer surgeons working in the participating cancer center to use the conversation aids in their clinical practice over a 4-month period in total.

Participants
In phase 1, we recruited a convenience sample of 6 to 10 healthcare professionals and 6 to 10 patients from the cancer center to adapt and test the translations of conversation aids for breast cancer. For the patient sample, an effort was made to recruit a diverse sample of participants.
We included all health professionals working in the breast cancer unit of the participating regional comprehensive cancer center. There were no exclusion criteria.

We also included a convenience sample of women who had previously had breast cancer, had completed treatments and were able to read simple textual content in French on their own or assisted by a close relative or caregiver.

These women were selected by a participating surgeon and approached by the researcher over the telephone. The researcher introduced the study over the telephone with a script-based information sheet. If the potential participant agreed to participate, the researcher arranged a face-to-face interview at the cancer center or a phone-based interview according to the participant’s stated preference.

In phase 2, we recruited a convenience sample of volunteer surgeons from the participating cancer center. This included surgeons who had already participated in phase 1. Their patients with early-stage breast cancer considering surgical treatment or breast reconstruction were automatically engaged in PDSA cycles.

Interventions
Both conversation aids (see Figure 1) have been developed and tested in English-speaking countries:42 1) Decision of mastectomy or lumpectomy + radiotherapy (see Supplementary Figure 4); 2) decision to undertake reconstruction for patients who have opted for mastectomy, and if so, immediate or delayed, and flap or prosthesis (see Supplementary Figure 5).

Both breast cancer conversation aids incorporated images and plain language to promote their use in the general population, regardless of the patient’s health literacy level.

Outcome Measures
In phase 1, we measured the usability, acceptability and feasibility of the two conversation aids. We adapted each tool in order to optimize their use in routine clinical settings.

In phase 2, we measured:

1. The number of PDSA cycles;
2. The size of each cycle (number of surgeons involved and number of conversation aids used);
3. The number of changes made to the tools and the nature of each change;
4. The length of each cycle.

We also asked participating surgeons to complete a short online survey about their experience of using the conversation aid in a PDSA cycle (see Supplementary Figure 3).

Analyses
In phase 1, we undertook a two-step thematic analysis derived from descriptive phenomenology. Notes taken during interviews were analyzed in relation to the following three themes: usability, acceptability and feasibility of each tool. One researcher coded the data. Given the small number of interviews, data analysis was done manually.

In phase 2, we collected and analyzed the PDSA data in a descriptive manner.

Data collected with the online survey were also analyzed descriptively.

Patient and Public Involvement
Patient and public involvement was central to the development and validation of the English version of the conversation aids. In France, involvement was sought through a convenience sample of women who had experienced breast cancer, and who provided, in addition to the work undertaken in phases 1 and 2, their opinions on the project and on the adaptation of the pictorial conversation aids.
Early stage breast cancer: What's right for me?

Use this **Picture Option Grid** to help you and your healthcare professional decide how best to treat early stage breast cancer (stages I to IIIA). The last page is for your notes, thoughts, or any questions for you to discuss with your doctor.

1. Will it affect how long I live?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lumpectomy with radiation</th>
<th>Mastectomy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

No, how long you live is the same for both surgeries.

2. Will cancer come back in the breast?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lumpectomy with radiation</th>
<th>Mastectomy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Within 10 years, breast cancer returns for about *5-10 in 100 women (5-10%).* This depends on the cancer stage and tumor characteristics, rather than on the type of surgery. Please discuss your individual risks with your doctor.

3. What is removed in the breast?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lumpectomy with radiation</th>
<th>Mastectomy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Only the cancer lump will be removed. The whole breast will be removed.

---

*Figure 1* Example of conversation aid developed and validated in English.
Results

Phase 1

Characteristics of Participants and Interviews

We interviewed 10 health professionals and 5 patients and reached thematic data saturation for both target groups. We approached 8 patients in total, and 5 accepted to participate. We approached 12 health professionals in total, and 10 agreed to participate. No reasons for declining participation were provided. Given the quality-improvement nature of the project and associated ethical approval, we were not authorized to collect any sociodemographic information about the participants. Interviews conducted with health professionals were spontaneous, occurring between consultations or surgical procedures, the researcher was thus unable to accurately time their duration. Two out of five patient participants attended the interview with their husbands. Interviews with patients ranged from 10 to 46 minutes and lasted 26 minutes on average. Three interviews were conducted face-to-face and two over the phone.

Usability, Acceptability and Feasibility of the Conversation Aids from the Health Professionals’ Perspective

Healthcare professionals were positive and receptive to the SDM approach and use of pictorial conversation aids. Several mentioned regularly drawing pictures for patients during their consultations. This type of interventions therefore appeared to fit well within their routine clinical practice and usual consultation style, by providing illustrations combined with evidence-based content. They all indicated being willing to use this type of patient-centered intervention during a consultation with eligible patients. However, a minority voiced concerns about the extra time spent using this type of intervention and promoting SDM. They worried that using the conversation aid would create additional questions not normally raised in the consultation.

They suggested changes to the textual content and clinical terms used to better fit the French clinical context, as well as changes to specific images (eg, removing the thumbs up in the reconstruction conversation aid and changing the chemotherapy image which was deemed depressing). Changes to the format were also suggested (eg, larger images and more white spaces). Several also suggested changes to the risk of recurrence provided and recovery information (different duration of hospital stay in France) and removing the question about cost, less relevant in France. A few health professionals (2/10) suggested reordering the frequently asked questions. Since most patients (see below) liked the initial order, we chose not to change it. Health professionals also indicated liking the colors used in each conversation aid. Interestingly, several health professionals talked about the importance of framing content positively, avoiding to present information that could worry their patients and were concerned about presenting outcome probabilities. Several surgeons felt that the SDM approach was more suitable in the context of breast reconstruction, where clinical equipoise was not debatable. For breast cancer surgery, some surgeons did not identify true clinical equipoise and considered breast conserving surgery the first option to discuss for early cancer. They explained that mastectomy could be discussed, but at the patient’s request. Several health professionals felt that pictograms might be difficult to understand and suggested bar graphs instead.

Usability, Acceptability and Feasibility of the Conversation Aids from the Health Professionals’ Perspective

All five patients interviewed were also very receptive to the use of a pictorial conversation aid used during the consultation. They particularly liked the use of images and simplified textual content but asked for additional simplifications and layout improvements. The majority of patients interviewed (n=4/5) did not support the use of pictograms and preferred the use of bar graphs instead, mirroring health professionals’ suggestions (see Figures 2 and 3). They suggested (n=3/5) introducing a glossary to explain complex medical terms with simpler language, which was added at the bottom of each page (see Figures 2 and 3). They liked the colors used (n=5/5). Most liked the order of the frequently asked questions (n=4/5). To improve the layout and facilitate comprehension at a time of heightened emotional distress, they suggested spacing content out a little more, to show two pictures per page only and adding space for questions underneath each frequently asked question. Two illustrations were also modified in response to their comments (see Figure 2). Examples of the changes made are shown in Figures 2 and 3; fully adapted and original documents are provided in Supplementary Figures 4 and 5.
Phase 2
We had initially planned to conduct a minimum of three PDSA cycles. Each cycle lasted 4 weeks. We were only able to conduct two cycles in total. No new surgeon answered repeated invitation emails for the third cycle.

PDSA Cycle 1
For the first cycle, we approached 4 surgeons, 1 declined due to relocation, and three accepted to use the conversation aids in their routine clinical practice for 4 weeks. We asked them to choose how many printed pictorial conversation aids they wanted to use during the 4-week cycle. Each surgeon took 4 or 5 copies of each conversation aid, that is a total of 8 or 10 copies per surgeon. After two weeks, each surgeon received a short email asking them how the cycle had gone so...
far. All three surgeons replied to the email and indicated that it was going well, that the conversation aids were an interesting tool for their consultation, and that they had each used at least 3 copies. One surgeon mentioned that it was occasionally difficult to integrate the conversation aid in the workflow. The surgeon mentioned recurrent time pressure, with frequent long delays in the consultation schedule (often over 2 hours). The surgeon thus reported occasionally skipping the use of the conversation aid, fearing that it would take too much time.

When the 4-week cycle ended, each surgeon completed the short 8-question online survey. One out of three surgeons reported no major difficulties using the conversation aids. Two surgeons, however, indicated, in the free text box, that using the conversation aid for breast cancer surgery generated more emails and occasionally, an additional consultation. One surgeon explicitly expressed that time was a challenge. This surgeon suggested giving the conversation aid to eligible patients before the consultation to minimize disruptions to the clinic workflow. All three surgeons rated the conversation aids as very useful (mean score of 8.7 out of 10, with 0 being not useful at all and 10 being extremely useful). Two out of three surgeons felt that the approach (introducing the conversation aid in the consultation) was received positively or extremely positively by patients. The third surgeon indicated that since they had not formally collected patient-reported data, it was difficult to accurately answer. However, the overall impression was positive. They did not suggest changes to the content but recommended a longitudinal evaluation of the impact of the conversation aid. Two out of three surgeons indicate not needing additional information or training on the use of the conversation aids. One surgeon felt that a training video explaining how to use the pictorial conversation aid would be helpful. All three surgeons intended to continue using the conversation aids in the future (mean 8.7 out of 10, with 0 being absolutely no intention of using it in the future and 10 being absolutely intend to use it in the future).

PDSA Cycle 2
For the second cycle, we approached 4 additional surgeons. Only one additional surgeon agreed to participate. The other surgeons did not answer our two email invitations. The fourth surgeon, newly recruited, chose to take 8 copies of the conversation aids. The other three surgeons continued to use the conversation aids and requested additional copies. No new check-in email was sent to the surgeons from cycle 1, since they had previously used the conversation aids and had positively replied to the online survey. The fourth surgeon did not answer the check-in email.

When the 4-week cycle ended, the fourth surgeon completed the short 8-question online survey. The surgeon reported no major difficulty using the conversation aid. They typically used the conversation aids as instructed. They introduced the tool during the consultation, used it with the patient and encouraged the patient to take it home. The surgeon scored 7 out of 10 to indicate the usefulness of the conversation aid. The surgeon indicated that the conversation aid was positively received by the patients but would have liked more information and training about the conversation aid. The surgeon scored 9 out of 10 to indicate his/her intention to continue using the conversation aid in the future. No change was suggested.

Discussion
In phase 1, the translation and adaptation of validated conversation aids with a convenience sample of health professionals and patients appeared feasible and successful at maximizing their usability and acceptability in the French oncology context. Both groups, and particularly patients, found the translated conversation aids very acceptable, and welcomed the approach. They suggested several changes to further simplify the layout and content. Surgeons also suggested changes to the clinical content to fit the French context. In phase 2, a total of four surgeons took part in two PDSA cycles that lasted 4 weeks each. Despite repeated invitations, no additional surgeon accepted to take part in a third cycle. Feedback suggested that time was a barrier for 2 out of 4 surgeons, potentially explaining the difficulty recruiting other surgeons. The evaluation was otherwise very positive. The surgeons found the conversation aids very useful during the consultations and intended to continue using them in the future.

This study highlighted the importance of local and clinical adaptation of an intervention validated elsewhere. Mere translation was not sufficient. The initial content, although carefully translated, evidence-based and validated in a large randomized controlled trial for the breast cancer surgery conversation aid, needed contextual adaptation. This mirrors our experience in other countries where contextual adaptation was an essential step and could sometimes take several
months and multiple iterative interview cycles, until the intervention was deemed fully acceptable.\textsuperscript{46,47} A sizeable proportion of health professionals interviewed in France expressed repeated concerns about sharing evidence-based facts and outcome probabilities with patients that could worry and distress them. It is worth noting, although the sample size was small, that none of the patients interviewed expressed those concerns. This tendency to select or withdraw evidence-based information considered too complex or potentially worrying and avoid offering a treatment choice could be understood in the context of information sharing and protective paternalism in France.\textsuperscript{48,49} The patient information law has been introduced fairly recently in France (2002) and seems relatively nuanced. Article 35 stipulates that the doctor has a duty to inform their patients on their health status, procedures and treatments offered. However, it also specifies that if a person asks not to be informed, information should be withdrawn. The French patient has therefore less autonomy than the full determination granted to an American patient since the information law passed in 1960 in the USA.\textsuperscript{49} These differences may explain some of our findings. Further, while a brief introductory training was offered to health professionals, more in-depth training about SDM and conversation aids could have facilitated conversation aid use and implementation. Potential next steps have included the development of an online training module that could be rolled out to health professionals more easily and systematically.

Time was a frequently cited concern and likely barrier to using and implementing pictorial conversation aids in routine care. This concern has been extensively documented in the literature and is the most frequently reported barrier to SDM.\textsuperscript{30,35,50,51} There is, however, no reliable evidence that promoting shared decision-making and using conversation aids takes more time than a standard consultation.\textsuperscript{28,50} On the contrary, a recent systematic review and meta-analysis of 23 randomized controlled trials of conversation aids demonstrated that using those interventions in controlled contexts did not increase visit durations.\textsuperscript{38} However, surgeons argue that these trials have been conducted in different countries and clinical contexts and may be irrelevant in naturalistic French settings. Further research in the French context, using a hybrid design where both effectiveness and implementation outcomes are measured (including time) seems warranted. Further, Pieterse et al argue that time will remain a barrier to SDM as long as this approach is considered a nice-to-have extra for which additional time may need to be freed.\textsuperscript{50} This also rings true in France, illustrated by the phase 2 findings.

The strengths of this study were the careful, stepwise translation process adapted from TRAPD and the iterative data collection procedure with key stakeholders in a regional comprehensive cancer center. The limitations are related to the quality improvement nature of the project, which precluded the collection of sociodemographic information. The small sample size and small number of PDSA cycles is another limitation. We must also consider the impact of desirability bias for the surgeons who took part in the PDSA cycles and completed the online survey. Although the survey was anonymous, the sample size was very small and each surgeon could have been identified by the researcher based on the information provided. This may have influenced the surgeons’ responses (usefulness of the conversation aids and intention to use them in the future).

**Conclusion**

It was possible to adapt pictorial conversation aids proven to be effective elsewhere, for use in France. While the adapted conversation aids were deemed usable and acceptable by health professionals, patients seemed particularly receptive to this approach and welcomed the integration of a simple pictorial conversation aid in their clinic visit. Implementing the conversation aids using PDSA cycles proved slow, despite positive feedback provided by all participating surgeons. It was difficult to identify new surgeons willing to integrate the conversation aids in their routine clinical practice. Time was a frequently mentioned barrier to integration in both phases. Further research is needed to evaluate the impact of the conversation aids on time (duration of the consultation) in controlled contexts, longitudinally and explore ways to minimize the impact on busy clinic workflows.
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